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A companion to Yijing numerology and cosmology, Bent Nielsen:
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ABC Etymological dictionary of old Chinese, Axel Schuessler:

https://www.pdfdrive.com/abc-etymological-dictionary-of-old-chinese-e91540478.html
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Look up Chinese, Pinyin or English , Online/Offline

Online:

https://www.mdbg.net/chinese/dictionary?page=worddict&wdrst=1&wdqb=ti

2B

Offline (Windows):

Download: https://mdbg.loqu8.com/download.php
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Annotations to the Book of Changes: 13 Juan (In 6 books)

https://www.wdl.org/en/item/17845/#q=Zhou&qla=en
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This oracle bone from around 1200 B.C. contains 24 characters in four groups in a 
vigorous and strong style, typical of the Bin group of diviners in the reign of Wu Ding (circa 
1200-1189 B.C.). It records the gods of the four directions and of the four winds.

https://www.wdl.org/en/item/290/#regions=east-asia&provinces=henan-province&countries=CN
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Character lookup :

https://ctext.org/dictionary.pl?if=en
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EXAMPLE
using the Online- and Offlinetools

A)

   I received Hexagram 38, fifth line changing and looked it up in Gregory C. Richters onlinebook:

"  huǐ  /  wáng.  / jué  /zōng/shì / fū./wǎng/hé /jiù?
REGRET/DISAPPEAR./THEIR/CLAN/BITE/FLESH./GO/HOW/HARM?
REGRETS will DISAPPEAR. THEIR CLAN FEAST on MEAT. HOW could there be HARM in GOING forth?  "

   When looking that line up in Edward L. Shaughnessy's "I Ching - The classic of Changes" a 
translation of the Mawangdui text  *), it occured that :

(to) bite, Pinyin:  shí 23  [the Variant number in "Tool-1B" (ABC Etymological dictionary of old Chinese, Axel Schuessler)]

in the Mawangdui-order hex. 53 :
 
- were (to) divine by milfoil, Pinyin: shi 22 [the Variant number in "Tool-1B" ]

  This made me curious. 

First I used the "Tool-2A" (mdbg.net) and found that looking up:  bite gave this character:

                                                                            噬
                                                                     to devour / to bite

  Then I looked up: divine and (after scrolling down many possibilities) found this character:

                                                                               筮
                                                                           divine by stalk 

  And saw that there were only one character separating these two meanings - and as an amateur I 
will express it: the square to the left.

   "Tool-2A" can be used to see the meaning of each part of a character thus:
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   And found that this "square" was:
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   as a matter of fact: mouth, seeing that to be able to bite needs a mouth....  

B)  

Analyzing shí as it occurs in the Mawangdui text, namely to divine with milfoil, the same way:

                                                 divination with stalks of plants, divining rod

                                                                        1   bamboo;  flute.
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2     wizard, sorcerer, witch, shaman.

3    kwukyel hammer

4    labor, work, worker, laborer

   5   from, by, since, whence, through

  6   man, people, mankind, someone else
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C)

 I will now continue with this glyph for "to divine with milfoil" using "Tool-3" (hanziyuan.net) to 
follow it further back to the roots.

Meaning
divination with stalks of plants. divining rod

Compound from
 bamboo and witch

   In red circle we find a link leading further to:

https://www.unicode.org/cgi-bin/GetUnihanData.pl?codepoint=7B6E

  and scrolling down until we reach:
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We choose the second-last choice: an ideographic description sequence etc. and reach this website:

http://www.chise.org/est/view/char/%E7%AD%AE

   looking at a glance like:

     One can open (left-clicking-mouse) some of the ideographs and continue but I'll stop my 
example here with the link's used in an overwiev:

A1 :
http://grichter.sites.truman.edu/files/2012/01/yjnew.pdf
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1-7 :
https://www.mdbg.net/chinese/dictionary?cdqchi=%E7%AD%AE

B1 :
https://hanziyuan.net/#  筮

B2 :
https://www.unicode.org/cgi-bin/GetUnihanData.pl?codepoint=7B6E
 
B3 :
http://www.chise.org/est/view/char/%E7%AD%AE

     By the way....   for those who don't know the origination of the term amateur - it originates in 
the meaning to love !!!  So if someone feels themselves as such:  BE HAPPY

  PS: I'm an amateur concerning the english language and I'm not happy with that, so please look 
over with grammar mistakes etc. Thank You.
-------------------------------------------------------

*)  I Ching - The Classic of Changes, Edward L. Shaughnessy, Ballantyne Books, N.Y. 1996, Note 
Nº 12, pg. 315
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